Uniform-sized colloidal nanocrystals have attracted much attention because of their unique magnetic and optical properties, as compared with those of their bulk counterparts.\(^1\) Especially, magnetic nanocrystals and quantum dots have been intensively pursued for biomedical applications, such as contrast enhancement agents in magnetic resonance imaging, magnetic carriers for drug delivery systems, biological labeling, and diagnostics.\(^2\) Due to their large pore size and high surface area, mesoporous materials and their composites with nanocrystals have attracted considerable attention.\(^3\) To use nanocrystals as functional delivery carriers and catalytic supports, nanocrystals coated with porous silica shells are desirable. There have been a few reports on the preparation of nanocrystals coated with mesoporous shells. Gold nanoparticles stabilized with mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane were coated with mesoporous silica shells via sol−gel reaction on the surface of the nanoparticles.\(^4\) Nanorattles composed of gold nanoparticles encapsulated in mesoporous carbon and polymer shells were synthesized.\(^5\) Pd nanoparticles stabilized with poly(vinylpyrrolidone) were coated with mesoporous silica shells through sol−gel reaction.\(^6\) Magnetic core/mesoporous silica shell structures were synthesized by sol−gel reaction on hematite particles followed by H\(_2\) reduction.\(^7\) Herein, we report a synthetic procedure for the fabrication of monodisperse nanocrystals embedded in uniform pore-sized mesoporous silica spheres. As a representative example, we synthesized monodisperse magnetite (\(\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4\)) nanocrystals embedded in mesoporous silica spheres and both magnetite nanocrystals and CdSe/ZnS quantum dots embedded in mesoporous silica spheres. Furthermore, these mesoporous silica spheres were applied to the uptake and controlled release of drugs.

A typical procedure for the synthesis of the magnetite nanocrystal embeded in mesoporous silica spheres (M-MSS) is shown in Scheme 1.\(^8\) As-prepared 12 nm sized magnetite nanocrystals are typically stabilized with hydrophobic oleic acid ligands and are dispersed in nonpolar organic solvents. To conduct sol−gel reaction to form mesoporous silica spheres, it was necessary to transfer these hydrophobic ligand-capped nanocrystals from organic phase to aqueous phase. Recently, Fan et al. reported water-dispersible gold nanocrystals prepared using various surfactants.\(^9\) We used a similar approach to prepare water-dispersible nanocrystals, employing cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a secondary surfactant. The subsequent sol−gel reaction of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in an aqueous solution containing CTAB (and oleic acid)-stabilized magnetite nanocrystals and small amount of ethyl acetate followed by removal of the organic templates generated M-MSS. CTAB-stabilized nanocrystals acted as seeds for the formation of spherical mesoporous silica particles. CTAB served as not only the stabilizing secondary surfactant for the transfer of the nanocrystals to the aqueous phase but also the organic template for the formation of the mesoporous silica spheres. Magnetite nanocrystals and green-emitting CdSe/ZnS quantum dots were simultaneously embedded in mesoporous silica spheres (M/GQD-MSS).

FE-SEM image (Figure 1a) and TEM images (Figure 1b,c) of M-MSS revealed that the mesoporous silica spheres are quite uniform in size with an average particle diameter of around 150 nm, which is within applicable size range for drug and gene delivery.\(^10\) Each silica sphere contained several monodisperse magnetite nanocrystals. The hollow-like core structure seemed to result from the trapping of ethyl acetate in the hydrophobic part during sol−gel reaction.\(^8\) HRTEM image (Figure 1d) indicated that the silica spheres possessed disordered mesopores (\(\sim 4\) nm) derived from CTAB-templating, and that the embedded magnetite nanocrystals retained the original crystallinity. M/GQD-MSS had uniform spherical morphology (Figure 1e) similar to that of M-MSS.
and the carboxyl group of ibuprofen increased the ibuprofen loading of RQD-MSS and M/GQD-MSS before (d) and after (e) removal of M/GQD-MSS by magnetic separation.

The N$_2$ adsorption/desorption isotherms (Figure 2a) exhibited a type IV isotherm with a hysteresis loop, demonstrating their mesoporous characteristics. The pore size calculated using the BJH method (Figure 2a, inset) was 3.5 nm. The uniform mesopores along with small particle size (<200 nm) are advantageous for the drug delivery applications compared to commercially available micrometer-sized magnetic polymeric beads. The BET surface area and the total pore volume were 721 m$^2$/g and 1.09 cm$^3$/g, respectively. Field-dependent magnetism at 300 K showed no hysteresis (Figure 2b), which represented that M-MSS, obtained after removal of organic templates, exhibited the superparamagnetic characteristics desirable for their applications to delivery and separation. The bare 3.5 nm sized CdSe/ZnS quantum dots and the resulting M/GQD-MSS exhibited emission peaks at a similar position with a slight red-shift (Figure 2c). To demonstrate the importance of magnetic separation (guiding), the combined magnetic and luminescent properties of M/GQD-MSS were tested simultaneously. We prepared 6 nm sized red-emitting CdSe/ZnS nanocrystals and subsequently embedded them in mesoporous silica spheres (RQD-MSS). Then, RQD-MSS and M/GQD-MSS were mixed in water, and magnetic separation was performed. The confocal microscope image of the mixed solution (Figure 2d) showed that red and green dots coexisted, whereas only red dots remained after magnetic separation of M/GQD-MSS using a magnet (Figure 2e), demonstrating that green-emitting M/GQD-MSS was completely separated from the mixture by a magnet.

To investigate M-MSS as a candidate of drug carriers for delivery, we selected ibuprofen as a model drug, which is well-known as a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agent and contains a carboxyl group in the molecular structure. An additional sample was prepared by further functionalizing M-MSS with 3-(aminopropyl)triethoxysilane, denoted as M-MSS−NH$_2$. We adsorbed ibuprofen into MSS’s with different surface properties: M-MSS with silanol groups and M-MSS−NH$_2$ with amino groups. The loadings of ibuprofen in M-MSS and M-MSS−NH$_2$ were 18 and 13 wt %, respectively. The decrease of ibuprofen loading in M-MSS−NH$_2$ can be ascribed to the reduction of surface area from 706 to 302 m$^2$/g by the surface modification. However, when the ibuprofen loadings were normalized by the surface area, M-MSS−NH$_2$ resulted in a higher loading than M-MSS. This suggests that favorable interaction between the amino group on M-MSS and the carboxyl group of ibuprofen increased the ibuprofen loading per surface area in M-MSS−NH$_2$. To measure the amount of released ibuprofen, the mesoporous silica spheres in buffer solution were captured by using a magnet (Figure 3a). Figure 3b shows the release of ibuprofen from M-MSS and M-MSS−NH$_2$ 95% of the adsorbed ibuprofen was release from M-MSS within 60 h, while M-MSS−NH$_2$ could delay the release of ibuprofen in a vivid fashion. For example, only 15% of adsorbed ibuprofen was released from M-MSS−NH$_2$ even after 80 h incubation, suggesting that the favorable ionic interaction between the amino group on M-MSS and the carboxyl group of ibuprofen prevents the easy release of ibuprofen. This demonstrated that the release rate of a drug from M-MSS can be controlled by the surface modification of the silica spheres.

In conclusion, we synthesized monodisperse magnetite nanocrystals and quantum dots embedded in uniform pore-sized mesoporous silica spheres with an average particle size of 150 nm. Mesoporous silica spheres adsorbed ibuprofen, and the release rate of ibuprofen was controlled by the surface properties of mesoporous silica spheres. These mesoporous silica spheres are likely to find many biomedical applications.
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